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ASU offering $200/credit AFTER you pass the class

More modest tuition increases

Colleges giving out more scholarship dollars

Net tuition revenue falling

K-12 budget cuts of 2009-2010 now trickling up to Higher Education

How will your institution address these issues? 
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Education technology is not “one size fits all.” Students of different ages and 
abilities require a variety of devices. In fact, tablets alone are primarily for content 
consumption, not the development of critical skills. This is a very important 
consideration when deciding on the right hardware platform for learning.

Create: These activities require the creation content and deep collaboration 
(beyond instant messaging). They are active and truly engage students to reach 
beyond memorization.
Consume: These activities are passive. Students watch, read, or listen to what is 
being presented.

For more information:
http://www.educ.ualberta.ca/staff/olenka.Bilash/best%20of%20bilash/dalescone.
html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dwxmPrBdIcQ
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Almost all the job growth expected this decade will come from STEM+ related 
industries. Technology is becoming more important, not less important. And we 
expect that by 2020 there will be a three million student gap graduating with the 
needed skills and degrees to meet this job growth!
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First, the United States has one of the largest science gender gaps in the world, 
meaning our female students are far less likely to choose STEM+ subjects and 
careers. We think this is a huge problem. We need different perspectives, and this 
gap could lead us down a chasm if we don’t start engaging our girls about how 
exciting science, engineering, and math can be.

Second, our neediest students, ones living in poverty are also missing the STEM+ 
train. Many of these students do not have the support system at home to help them 
understand how huge the opportunities are, and we need extra support to help 
them.

Finally, we are performing behind most of the developed countries in how our 
students perform, and it is mostly because of the gaps in gender and children living 
in poverty. 

We need some targeted options in STEM to show these students the opportunities 
they are missing out on.
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What skills will they need?
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Different styles of learning
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Innovative HP “Blended Reality” solutions have the potential to increase students’ 
interest in STEM+. Let’s look at these a little deeper: Link Reader and Link Creation 
zStudio, zSpace, Sprout, and Multi-Jet Fusion 3D Printer.
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18 million software developers worldwide now. 

Price Waterhouse reports that 40% - over 7m, do it just for fun. Source: 
http://digital.pwc.com/full-speed-forward/ 
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Adult users spend more than 50% per day using a mobile device25 (smartphones and tablets) 

25. eMarketer 9/14 (2008-2010), eMarketer 4/15 (2011-2015) Note: Other connected devices include OTT and game consoles. Mobile 
includes smartphone and tablet. Usage includes both home and work. Ages 18+, time spent with each medium includes time spent 
with that medium, regardless of multi tasking.)
26. Source: BGR Usage Study, 2014; HP usage survey, UK and US, 2015; IDC ConsumerScape360 analysis, 2015; 
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Source: https://s-media-cache-
ak0.pinimg.com/736x/c0/f4/6d/c0f46d128de77a1d17ff379af4d37b83.jpg
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The one device that’s every device

Work in ways you’ve never been able to before. For the first time, HP Falcon puts 
the power of a PC in the palm of your hand, thanks to a revolutionary high-
performance processor, Windows 10 Pro, and access to your corporate apps with 
HP Workspace

Note: For messaging
For most countries: 
The one device that’s every device

For countries where statements that could be considered as comparative are not 
allowed:
One device that’s every device



All of the devices you currently use
• What are the devices you currently use? Do you have a desktop, notebook, tablet, or 

phone?
• Do you use a desktop? Do you use it for the majority of your work? What applications do 

you run on it, applications like Microsoft Office, or Payroll applications?
• Do you have a notebook? How much do you use it? What applications do you use, maybe 

applications like social media or web browsing?
• Do you regularly use a tablet? What type of applications do you run on it?
• Do you use your phone for anything besides taking calls? Do you use it for social media 

or browsing the web? Do you utilize applications that are work oriented?

Have you thought of one device to replace all of the devices you currently use?
• When paired with a HP Elite x3 Dock you get a desktop experience with a keyboard, 

mouse, and large monitor. When paired with the HP Elite x3 Lap Dock (Mobile Client) you 
will get a notebook experience. 

• With HP Workspace you can find, install and launch any desktop application on your 
HP Elite x3 device.

HP Workspace
• Access to your corporate apps with HP Workspace3



Slide 25

DS1 Check: Suhail, are most used Windows apps part of HP Workspace scope still? If Download.com is out of 
scope?
David Singer, 1/29/2016
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Students are resorting to Black market sites to get their books for free, at your expense. 
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FERPA:protects the privacy of student education records.
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA)

Slide Purpose: State of IT Security & the risk of unprotected environments
Audience: Applicable to all audiences, but stats are mostly from Enterprise companies

Speaker’s Notes:
Businesses are face many risks when it comes to their IT environment:
• Compliance infringement is on the rise due to ever increasing regulatory & industry 

requirements
• Financial loss due to a data breach can be high, in the US the average cost was $5.4M 

(which includes regulatory fines, reputation damage, cost of closing the security gap)
• Continuous growth & sophistication of cybercrime
• As well as, accidental threats that can face internally with employees or process failures
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Reduce total costs because you’ve started actively managing your fleet (10-30% savings) & preserve capital to invest in other IT 
priorities

Mitigate risks because with a managed environment, you can ensure full security across the network and all devices, ensure 
compliance

Support mobility in the office, at home and on the go
Contribute to environmental goals because HP helps you print more responsibly and to manage your assets over their lifetime 

(including secure disposition when devices are at end-of-life) 
Streamline workflows by automating paper intensive business processes unique to your industry
Ensure global consistency while being locally relevant so you can better serve the needs of your customers or constituents

What is HP’s MPS?
Based on leading-edge technologies, devices, network leadership and management software, HP’s network infrastructure 

management and asset management capabilities are the foundation of our services offering. Included are robust network printer
management tools and capabilities (e.g., HP Web Jetadmin, HP Universal Print Driver) to remotely and securely install, configure, 
maintain and monitor a fleet of imaging and printing devices.  

Reduce risk and gain optimal utilization through asset management—which provides the knowledge and expertise to understand fleet
demographics and to manage all the information about the fleet, so that invoicing, reporting, usage monitoring, move/add/change 
data and other management elements are timely, accurate and useful.

Assessment services provide a structured and fact-based approach to defining and analyzing your current imaging and printing 
infrastructure and workflows. There are a range of assessment services to help you understand your current costs, usage patterns, 
equipment and user needs, security and environmental considerations, and potential total cost of ownership (TCO) reductions: HP
Industry Benchmark Assessment, HP Optimization Assessment, HP Managed Environment Assessment, HP Workflow Discovery, HP 
Discovery and Design, and HP Eco Printing Assessment.

Financial and procurement services help you manage to the lowest total cost of ownership—from planning and acquiring technology 
all the way to retiring and replacing it. Reduce and manage capital outlay, manage older equipment effectively and 
environmentally, and simplify hardware procurement (HP and multi-vendor). 

Transition and implementation services help ensure that the right equipment is installed and end users know how to use the devices.  
Education and management of change is an important consideration. These services create ease of implementation and user 
acceptance.  

Management and support services enable ongoing return on investment (ROI) through fleet uptime and optimization, award winning 
support, and supplies management. Account delivery management provides a single point of contact and accountability as well as 
visibility into usage trends, capacity utilization, and expenditures for ongoing planning and management.

Finally, document and workflow services help you automate paper-intensive workflows as well as to continually improve and better
manage the underlying infrastructure. 
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